TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS OFFICE
COURTHOUSE, TILLAMOOK, OREGON 97141

SECTION CORNER COMMON SECTIONS 33 & 34 T.18S; R.10W., W. M.
& SECTIONS 3 & 4 T.28S, R.10W., W. M.
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I FOUND A 2" IRON PIPE WITH A 3" TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS BRASS CAP DISTURBED BY LOGGING OPERATION. I RESET FOUND MONUMENT FROM EXISTING BEARING TREE AND ENGAGED IN AN IRREGULAR MASS OF CONCRETE.

HISTORY OF FOUND MONUMENT

I FOUND THIS MONUMENT TO BE AS DESCRIBED IN T.C.S. REWITNESS CARD #335 AND THE REFERENCES FOUND AND/OR SET AT THAT TIME TO NOW BE AS FOLLOWS:

(G.L.O.) 20" HEMLOCK N.50°E. 15 LINKS; REPORTED IN BOOK 5 AT PAGE 60 AS A 20" HEMLOCK SNAG N.50°E. 9.80', Scribing Visible. Reported on Map B-659 as a 20" HEMLOCK SNAG N.50°E. 10.9', and reported on Rewitness Card #335 as Found Rotten Stump. (Found, Now Rotted Stump, at Position Reported on Map B-659).


(G.L.O.) 32" HEMLOCK S.80°W. 31 LINKS; REPORTED IN BOOK 5 AT PAGE 60 AS A 32" HEMLOCK SNAG S.80°W. 20.46' No Visible Scribing. Reported on Map B-659 as a 32" HEMLOCK SNAG S.44°W. 19.7'. and Reported on Rewitness Card #335 as Not Found. (Now, Nothing Found at Original S.80°W. Position, But Found Rotted Stump Remains at Position Reported by Map B-659).

(G.L.O.) 56" HEMLOCK S.45°E 19 LINKS; REPORTED IN BOOK 5 AT PAGE 60 AS GONE. AND REPORTED ON REWITNESS CARD #335 AS NOT FOUND. (Now Gone).

(Book 4 Page 75) 18" HEMLOCK N.80°W. 11.2'; Reported in Book 5 at Page 60 as a 30" HEMLOCK N.80°W. 11.2' Scribing Visible. Reported on Map B-659 as a HEMLOCK N.80°W. 11.2', Scar Visible; and Reported on Rewitness Card #335 as a 40" HEMLOCK N.80°W. 11.2'; (Found; Now 40" HEMLOCK STUMP 8' TALL, FACE HEALED OVER, AT POSITION).

(Book 4 Page 75) 6" HEMLOCK N.80°E. 34.7'; Reported in Book 5 at Page 60 as a 14" HEMLOCK N.80°E. 34.7° Scribing Visible. Reported on Map B-659 as a HEMLOCK N.80°E. Scar Visible; and Reported on Rewitness Card #335 as a 20" HEMLOCK N.80°E. 34.7'; (Found; Now 28" HEMLOCK STUMP 2' TALL, FACE HEALED OVER, AT POSITION).

(Book 4 Page 75) 6" HEMLOCK N.5°E. 28.6'; Reported in Book 5 at Page 60 as a 10" HEMLOCK N.5°E. 28.6°, Scribing Visible. Reported on Map B-659 as a HEMLOCK N.5°E., Scribing Visible; and Reported on Rewitness Card #335 as an 8" HEMLOCK N.5°E. 28.6'; (Now Gone, Root Hole at Position).

(MAP B-659) 22" HEMLOCK S.11°E 35.1'. (Found, Now 28" HEMLOCK STUMP 7' TALL, S.11°E. 35.1', Face Healed Over).

(REWITNESS CARD #335) FOUND UNRECORDED 18" SPRUCE N.77°W. 22.41'; (Found, Now a 20" STUMP 7' TALL, AT POSITION BLAZE SAWED OPEN).

(REWITNESS CARD #335) FOUND 24" SPRUCE N.3°E. 35.24', Scribing Visible. (Now Gone).

(REWITNESS CARD #335) FOUND 4"X 4"X 60" POST SOUTH 1.5'. (Now Gone).
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SURVEYS AND REWITNESSES OF RECORD

T.C.S. REWITNESS BOOK 5 PAGE 60 10-27-70  JOHN L CARLICH  LS 287
FIELD BOOK P5 PAGE 53 MARCH 1928  WILLIAM E ANDERSON
B-45  MARCH 1928  WILLIAM E ANDERSON
B-243  JANUARY 1926  W. S. COATES
B-659  04-08-75  KARL FOESTE  LS 849
REWITNESS CARD 335  11-04-77  JOHN L. CARLICH  LS 287
BOOK 4 PAGE 75  APRIL 1950  W. E. ANDERSON  C. S.
FIELD NOTEBOOK 1 PAGE 88  APRIL 1950  W. E. ANDERSON  C. S.

LOCATION OF MONUMENT

THIS CORNER IS LOCATED APPROXIMATELY 100' SOUTH A GRAVEL LOGGING ROAD AND
APPROXIMATELY 700' NORTH OF OREGON STATE HIGHWAY 131 IN A RECENT CLEARCUT.

NEW ACCESSORIES

*HAT SECTION POST N.20'"W 1.70'

IN THE PRESENCE OF AL DVORAK JOE JENSEN AND DAN MCNUTT

May 8, 2002

TITILE:

REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYOR

Allan E Duncan, C.S.
OREGON
JULY 16, 1987
ALLAN E DUNCAN
1793
RENEWAL 12/31/03

TILLAMOOK COUNTY
SURVEYORS OFFICE

DATE
MAY 30 2002
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